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- II econd best doesn't cut it around here. We take ---.....À, S 
our news gathering seriously. That's why we ,ffl 

went to frontline for our SNV and ENG vehicles. 
It wasn't just 'the most truck for the buck' that sold me 

on Frontline. It was the years of experience, the 

rigorous self-imposed standards and the down right 
obsessive attention to detail. Frontline engineers 
listen, and they perform. Does Frontline build the best 

value? Yes, they do. But, more importantly, they build 
the best truck. Period." 
- Jim Stegemann, News Operations Manager WTSP TV 

If you're not out front, where are you? 
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25-54: THE ELUSIVE NEWS-TALK DEMO 
by Dan Shelley, news director, WTMJ Radio, Milwaukee 

Sit down behind the news microphone at 
WTIC in Hartford, and two of your 

listeners stare at you — in the form of large 
photos hanging in the studio. One is a woman, 
the other a man, both between 38 and 42 years 
old. Program manager Paul Douglas doesn't 
want his staff to forget whom they're talking to. 

"You can't sit there and do traditional 
Edward R. Murrow stories," he says. "You've 
got to be younger and hipper." 

That's one way one news-talk station 
encourages its anchors to aim for the golden 

25-54 target, the demographic most advertisers 
— and, therefore, most general managers and 
program directors — lust for. It's unrequited 

love for many stations in the format. But not 

WTIC, one of a relatively small number of 
news-talkers consistently ranking number one 

12-plus and in the top five among baby 
boomers and older "generation x' ers." 

Sure, there's a lot more to it than what's in 

the newscast. Everyone from the general 
manager to the newest intern has to do 

everything they can to hit the bullseye. But 
there's not much question news progranuning 

helps make a station's aim true. 
Another news-talker that does a good job 

reaching the demo is KDKA in Pittsburgh. 
Diane Cridland, director of programming and 

news, says her staff is successful because it uses 
emotion and entertainment to tell stories. The 
emotion comes from the "real people" reporters 
use in as many actualities as possible. As for the 
entertainment, there's a flashback segment in 

ICDKA's 7:30 a.m. newscast. It features what 
Cridland calls "nostalgia from the '50s and 

'60s.' She's convinced that pulls people in the 
demo from other stations to hers. 

And it doesn't stop there. Cridland insists 
that at each step of the newsgathering process 
her reporters make their stories people-
oriented. Everything from angles to production 
to writing must pass a big test: Does this impact 
people in the target audience and can they relate 
to it? 

"If a newscast is too sterile, if it feels like 
an old-time newscast, that tends to be a turn off 

to 30 to 45 year olds," Cridland says. 
News Director Ken Berry at KGO in San 

Francisco, an ABC o-and-o, tries to turn on 

people even younger than that by having his 

staff understand and talk their language. It's a 
plan that works. After a summertime dip 

blamed on O.J. fatigue, KGO's 25-54 ratings 
are back on top in the country's fourth largest 

market. 
Berry's station succeeds even though 

both morning anchors are 30-year veterans. 
Obviously, they're older than the target demo. 

So he tells them to keep up on popular culture 
without trying to fake it. 

"People who are 25 to 54 don't 

necessarily want to get their news from 
someone who's 25 to 54," Berry explains. 
"They do want to get their news from someone 

who understands their lifer 
A few weeks ago the morning anchors 

did a live interview with former Nirvana bass 

player Krist Novoselic, who'd just written a 
song about women being raped in Bosnia. You 

could tell the anchors knew about Nirvana but 
they didn't pretend to like the music. After 
playing an excerpt, their on-air reaction was to 

complain to Novoselic that they couldn't 
understand the words. 

The interview speaks to another part of 
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Berry's philosophy: Don't shy away from 
complicated stories, just tell them so people in 

the demo care about them. And sometimes that 
involves using words you wouldn't dare use 
just a few years ago. 

"We don't have any problem going on the 

air and saying something 'sucks.' That's the 
way people talk." Some people curse, too, so 

does that mean KGO would air that kind of 
talk? If it contributes to the story, you bet. 

Not long ago Berry found someone 
editing "son of a bitch" out of an actuality about 
an emotional criminal case in Oakland. A 
deputy district attorney was expressing 
frustration, and Berry thought those four words 
told the story better than any others could. He 
ordered them put back in. 

Yes, some listeners complained. But 
Berry was a little relieved that almost none of 
the complaints came from younger people. Not 
that he wants to alienate others. For 17 and a 
half years KG0 has been San Francisco's 
number-one station 12-plus. 

"I don't want to be the guy who loses 
that," Berry says. "I don't want to jettison older 

listeners, but I'm not afraid to talk about 
younger issues." 

He focuses on that by holding twice-daily 
assignment meetings in the middle of the 

newsroom. It's an open process. Veterans and 
interns are encouraged to offer ideas. As a 
result, KGO's stories tend to skew toward 
issues like working mothers, health and 
computers. 

You might think it's easier to score big 
25-54 on the west coast, where the perception is 
that things are more hip. But 3,000 miles away 
in Boston, WBZ does exceptionally well, too. 

Brian Whittemore, director of news and 
programming, "dayparts" his news product. 
Early-morning drive is fairly traditional while 

late-morning drive tends to have more news 

interviews and treat stories with more depth. 
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Another key for WBZ is interjecting 
warmth and energy into stories. Whittemore 

does that by interjecting warmth and energy 
into his people. 

"You've got to hard manage but not 

manage hard," he says. "You've got to give 
them passion:' 

Whittemore explains to his staff why it's 
important to aim for people 25 to 54. He shows 
them how to do it. He shows them the ratings, 

the evidence of success. Then he gets excited 
about it. And that excitement spreads to 
virtually everyone in the newsroom. 

Hard work is important, too. Whittemore 

says people who manage newsrooms should 
know what they want and have "maniacal 
attention to detail." But that does not mean they 
should micro-manage their people. "I like to 
build a football stadium then let the team play. I 
don't call in plays from the sidelines." 

You might say Cridland at KDKA 
manages from the sidelines, but only to reward 

creativity. Those rewards lead to even better 
performance. "Anchors and reporters like to do 
a good job. They like to feel they're being 

creative." So Cridland singles them out for 
praise. 

But that's about the only way Cridland 
wants them singled out. She doesn't want them 

working alone to shoot for the ideal age group. 

That's got to involve everyone in her 
department. News people have to work with 
talk show hosts and producers to come up with 
topics that resonate with those in the demo. 

That's also Douglas' approach at WTIC. 
"We try every day to come up with one topic 
that people are going to talk about!' His hosts 

discuss it on their shows and his anchors report 
on it during their newscasts. 

And so the staff doesn't forget, there are 
always those two large photos of the station's 
typical listeners. 

Radio Reporting is a quarterly newsletter distributed free to RTNDA members. 

©1996 RTNDA, 1000 Connecticut Ave., NW, Suite 615, Washington, DC 

20036; Phone: (202) 659-6510; Fax: ( 202) 223-4007. Please direct 

comments and suggestions regarding this publication to Leslie Sansom Emery, 

Director of Communications; (202) 467-5203; e-mail: Ise@rinda.org. 
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ELECTION YEAR COVERAGE: 

UPDATE ON LAW & POLICY 
by Kathleen A. Kirby, attorney, Reed Smith Shaw & McClay 

As campaign '96 gathers momentum, the 
lofty ideal of ensuring a fair democratic 

process becomes, for broadcasters, the nuts and 

bolts reality of the rights and obligations 
stations have under FCC political programming 
law. During the political season, as surely as 

sales managers will struggle to calculate the 
lowest unit charge, newsrooms will grapple 
with questions such as whether certain 

programming will require giving equal time to 

opposing candidates, when to air campaign ads 
or whether the station must respond to charges 
that ballot issue coverage is lacking in balance. 

With 1996 upon us, it is important for 

newsrooms to have a working familiarity with 
the murky and ever-changing law governing the 
answers to such questions, whether making on-

the-spot decisions, working with their sales 

departments or conferring with counsel. 
Much of the confusion surrounding 

campaign coverage centers on the FCC's 

political programming policies, which require 
broadcasters to allow certain candidates access 
to their station's facilities. In addition, if a 
candidate for office is allowed to use the 
facilities, in some circumstances all other 

candidates for that office must be afforded 

"equal opportunities." While the law is most 
frequently triggered by commercial time paid 
for and controlled by a candidate, the right to 
equal time is also triggered when station 

programming involves a non-exempt "use" by a 

candidate. 
The FCC's definition of a candidate "use" 

has changed over trne. Currently, a "use" is any 

"positive" appearance of a candidate's 
identifiable voice and/or picture. The 
requirement that a use be positive excludes ads 
where an opposing candidate or organization 
includes a candidate's voice or picture in a 

negative fashion. Under the revised definition, 
however, appearances that are unrelated to a 
campaign (such as the airing of an old Ronald 
Reagan movie during a Reagan campaign) will 
be deemed a use. A finding that programming is 
a "use" triggers not only the equal opportunities 
obligation to opposing candidates but also a 

station's obligation to afford the lowest unit 
charge, the "no censorship" rule and libel/ 
defamation protection. 

Fortunately, from a newsperson's 

perspective, the FCC's rules exempt a large 
chunk of news programming from its equal 

time requirements, particularly programming 
where the broadcaster controls the type of 

coverage and the content. These exemptions 
were designed to permit ongoing coverage of 
non-political news during campaigns without 

unduly burdening broadcasters with political 

time demands and without subjecting viewers 
and listeners to the potential for non-stop 

political information. 
The mayor of a city, for instance, is the 

subject of news coverage in many capacities 
other than his candidacy. Candidates' 

appearances on bona fide newscasts, bona fide 
news interviews (including programs such as 
Today, Donahue and Good Morning America), 
bona fide news documentaries ( if the 
appearance is incidental to the subject of the 
documentary) and on-the-spot coverage of 
bona fide news events (including coverage of 

debates in their entirety) are ng_t considered 
"uses" under the FCC's definition, and 
therefore create no obligation to afford 
opposing candidates equal time. 

There was a time when stations were 
required to present programming on 
controversial issues of public importance and to 
present contrasting viewpoints if one side of a 
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controversial issue was broadcast. As most 

broadcasters are aware, this fairness doctrine 

was repealed in 1987. But many are confused 
about which of the fairness doctrine's ancillary 

policies vanished with it. In brief, as a result of 
the repeal of the fairness doctrine, stations are 

no longer required to present contrasting views 
as concern referenda, initiative and recall 
propositions, bond proposals and constitutional 

amendments, so-called " ballot issues." 
However, the FCC's personal attack and 
political editorial rules, as well as its political 

spokesperson doctrine remain in effect. 
The personal attack rule establishes a 

personal right of reply when the honesty, 
character or integrity (but not the competency) 

of a person or group is attacked on a station 

during the discussion of a controversial issue of 

public importance. If a personal attack has been 
made on the air, the station has an affirmative 

duty to offer the person who was attacked a 
reasonable opportunity for reply. This rule does 

not apply to attacks by a candidate or his 
associates against another candidate, attacks 
that occur during a candidate "use" and 

personal attacks which occur on a bona fide 
newscast, bona fide news interview program or 
actual coverage of a bona fide news event. 

The political editorializing rule gives a 
candidate the right to reply when opposed, or 

when his opponent is endorsed by the 

management of a radio or television station. 

The political spokesperson doctrine is similar 
to equal opportunities, except that it pertains to 
spokespersons rather than candidates. If a 

supporter of candidate A uses station time to 

support candidate A, then the station must be 
willing to provide time to a supporter of 
candidate B. 

Another time issue revolves around when 

to air political ads. Must you air these ads 
during newscasts? Simply, no. A station can 

refuse to sell advertising time during all news 
programs, some news programs or during any 
portion of a specific news program. A station 
may exclude candidate ads from the hard news, 

but include them in weather or sports, if it 
chooses to do so. 

Stations which do not sell political 
advertising during news programs are not 
required to create and sell to candidates a "news 

adjacency" class of time. If they have such a 
time slot or create one, the station must not 
charge more than the lowest unit rate for the 
same type of time that otherwise would be 
offered during the news program itself. If 
advertising time during news adjacencies is 
sold as part of a regular program rotation, 
candidates may be charged the lowest unit rate 
which applies to that class of time. 
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These notes are intended as a general overview of the topics addressed. They 
should not be relied upon as a substitute for legal advice. RTNDA's Legal 
Notes is published monthly and distributed free to RTNDA members. © 1996 
RINDA, 1000 Connecticut Ave., NW, Suite 615, Washington, DC 20036; 

Phone: (202) 659-6510; Fax: (202) 223-4007. To order back issues of 

Legal Notes, call Leslie Sansom Emery, Director of Communications; (202) 
467-5203; e-mail: Ise@rtnda.org. Please direct comments and suggestions 
regarding this publication to Leslie Sansom Emery. 
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GIVE You A FEW 
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Sharpen Your 
Broadcast Journalism 

Skills With Our 
Exciting Series Of 
Seminars And 
'Workshops. 

At The Poynter Institute, great 
journalism is our goal We look for 
We celebrate it We help create it 
The Institute pays tuition and 

hotel costs for most of our broadcast 
seminars. 
We keep classes small so you get 

individual attention. Rather than 
lecture., we role-play, work in small 
groups, and consider case studies. 
Dress is informal, the atmosphere 
inviting and invigorating. 
The Poynter Institute is non-

profit and financially independent. 
We do not seek or accept grants or 
donations. 
Space is limited, so call now for 

more information and an application 
form for any of our 1996 programs. 

Newsroom Management 
March 3-8, 1996 

Sept 7-12 (in St Louis) 

Ethical Decision-Making 
March 10-15, 1996 

June 23-28 (in Denver) 
Oct 6-11, 1996 

Creating New Media 
Products 

March 10-15, 1996 

Investigative Reporting 
March 24-29, 1996 

Improving Diversity 
March 24-29, 1996 

Power Reporting 
June 2-7 (in Washington) 

Oct. 13-18, 1996 

New Tools for Computer 
Assisted Journalism 

Aug. 4-9, 1996 

Leading Technological 
Change in the Newsroom 

Oct. 29-Nov. 1, 1996 

News Research and 
the Newsroom 
Dec. 1-5, 1996 

Covering Race 
Relations 

Dec. 1-6, 1996 

Producing Newscasts 
Dec. 8-13, 1996 

i1 The Poynter Institute 
801 Third Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33701 • Phone: (813) 821-9494 • Fax: (813) 821-0583 

We maintain employment practices and admissions policies that do not discriminate on the basis 
of race, color, religion, gender, age, national origin, or physical disability. 
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The Ford News Service Web site. 
Comprehensive, fast, up-to-date 
\and downloadable Ford news, 

information and photography 
for the news media only. 
Log on to the site to 
register and get your 

sword. 

caredD 
Ford Global News Bureau 
The American Road 
Room 904 
Dearborn, Mich. 48121 
1(313) 322-3445 
editor@werw.ford.corn 
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BRINGING IT HOME—CAMPAIGN '96   11 
by Gar) GrWith 

Covering campaign .96 creatively and intelligently may help you stake a claim as the most 

serious news station in your city. The surveys say that viewers want to know enough about 

the campaign to make informed choices in the voting booth. But how do you get the right 

mix? Leading television consultants provide some suggestions. 

FOLLOW THE MONEY—CAMPAIGN '96  14 
by Charles Lewis 

Relationships among political candidates and their career patrons can be extremely revealing 

and yet are generally unknown. Discovering the connection requires some investigative dig-

ging, but the rewards can be golden. 

SALARIES MOVING UP   16 
by Bob Puppet; Andrew Sharma and Michael Gerhard 

According to researcher Bob Papper, virtually everyone he talked with labeled 1995 a better 

year for salaries than 1994. In addition to affiliation changes, start-up news operations and 

expanding news departments affecting salaries, bringing up the low end of the salary ladder 

and longer-term contracts also had an impact on paychecks. 

SENDING IN THE TROOPS  25 
by Nigel Baker 

The arrival of American troops in Tuzla was supposed to be the big story. Instead, there were 

delays—first the snow, then the fog and floods, and then camera crews started covering 

themselves covering the news. Here's the story of how the U.S. television networks and 

international news agencies lined up for the best coverage. 

MANAGEMENT DIVERSITY  27 
by Lillian Rae Dunlap 

Since 1992. the RTNDF and University of Missouri Management Seminar for Women and 

Minorities has worked to bring home one loud message: Diversity is not just getting one of 

each. Diversity is acknowledging, valuing and benefiting from each one. 
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"I learned so much that I can hardly 
wait to start working or some of 
these ideas!!" 
Julie Frisoni Shumway 
Executive Producer KPNX-TV - Phoenix 

"I guarantee that what 

handyl you learn will come in 

amost everyday 
for the rest of your 
career." 

The Management Seminar for News Executives 
is a great opportunity to energize your career 

and learn from the best in the business! 
-Develop human-relations management skills to coach and 

motivate a newsroom staff to compete in any size market. 
-Learn to negotiate favorable deals with talent. 
-Master the communications and leadership techniques you need 

to get ahead in today's competitive environment. 
-Four days that will change the way you manage forever! 

June 2, 3, 4 & 5, 1996 
University of Missosi School of Journalism 

Columbia, Missouri 

RTNDF 
1996 Management Seminar for News Executives 

Sponsored by RTNDF and the Missouri School of Jourralism 

Name   Title   

Station   Phone  Fax 

Address   

$895 Registration fee includes instruction, all materials and most meals. Only one news executive from a market will be 
accepted, so make your reservations early. Make checks payable to the Management 

Seminar for News Executives. Send registration and payment to: 

Management Seminar fcr News Executives, Missouri School of Journalism - 200 Neff, Columbia, MO 65211 
Call (314) 882-4201 for more information 
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FROM THE CHAIRMAN 

PEOPLE WHO 
MATTER 

M
y thoughts this month turn to 
people in the news. Not the ones 
we cover, although I'm sure we 

all have some great stories to tell in that 
area. This time I'm thinking about the 
people behind the scenes—those who 
have helped shape what we do in our pro-
fession and how we do it. 

The end of 1995 brought change, and 
that has caused me to reflect on some 
people who have made a difference not 
only in our craft but also in the way I do 
my job. So here are some thoughts about 
three of those individuals: Larry Scharff, 
Eric Ober and Tom Pettit. 

Larry Scharff 
As I talk to people about renewing 

their RTNDA membership, they always 
mention two things—the Communicator 
magazine and the monthly Legal Notes. 
The Larry Scharff byline on Legal Notes 
has become very familiar to all of us 
associated with RTNDA. The newsletter 
has helped all of us at one time or anoth-
er. I usually post them in my own shop. 
Reporters don't always think about the 
legal ramifications of what they do, and 
Larry's words of advice have caused us 
to be careful and to do things right the 
first time. 

For more than 30 years he has been 
the legal force behind RTNDA. Larry 
has spent countless hours tracking legis-
lation and potential changes in the law or 
its interpretation. As we enter 1996 Larry 
is stepping down as a partner in the Reed 
Smith Shaw & McClay law firm. Our 
relationship with the firm continues and 
so will Legal Notes. We will miss Larry 
and all he has done for us. Larry, there is 
no way to really thank you for all you 
have done. Know that you will be in my 
mind often. 

Eric Ober 
Almost five and a half years ago, Eric 

Ober took over the reins as president of 
CBS News. Now new network owners 
have implemented a change at the top. 

Eric has been around long enough to 
understand that this is an unfortunate 
part of our business. He did much for 
CBS, despite ratings numbers that many 
wish were better. He is a solid newsman 
with a passion for our craft and compas-
sion for those who do it. The eye web 
will be fine, but CBS was better for hav-
ing Eric Ober at the top for a while. 
Thanks, Eric, for all you have done for 
CBS, the affiliates and RTNDA. Your 
support will long be appreciated. 

Tom Pettit 
I was saddened to read of the passing 

of longtime NBC reporter Tom Pettit. He 
is probably best remembered as the only 
broadcaster to witness and provide live 
coverage of Jack Ruby shooting Lee 
Harvey Oswald. But I will always 
remember Tom for his reports that 
brought insight to listeners and viewers. 
From March 1982 to October 1995, Tom 
served as executive vice president of 
NBC News, but soon he went back to 
what he really loved—reporting. Tom 
will be missed, and I can only hope that 
future journalists will look at his work 
with an eye toward someone who knew 
how to do it the right way. 

Loren Tobia 
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Announcing the Ninth Annual 

ICI EDUCATION FOUNDATION — AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 

JOURNALISM 
AWARDS 

For Excellence in Personal Finance Reporting 

The program recognizes excellence in reporting during calendar year 1995 on personal finance 

and money management with an award of $2,500 in each of the five categories: newspapers 
with more than 200,000 daily circulation, newspapers with less than 200,000 daily circulation, 

periodicals, television, and radio. 

The Awards are made for reporting which examines, explains, and illuminates the often 

complex and confusing issues and choices that confront American consumers in matters of 

personal finance. Personal finance is defined as all savings, spending, and investment opportu-

nities and decisions that individuals face in determining and achieving personal financial objec-

tives. The definition also includes public policy issues relating to personal finance and money 

management. 

The winners in 1995 for reporting that occurred in 994 were: 

Scott J. Paltrow 
The Los Angeles Times 

Mike Hudson Jane Bryant Quinn 
Roanoke Times & Newsweek 

World-News 

David Saltman & Elizabeth Yuskaitis Steve Busalacchi 
Cable News Network Wisconsin Public Radio 

3 INVESTMENT COMPANY 
INSTITUTE 

For information and entry forms, contact: 

The Journalism Awarcs Program 
The American University 

4400 Massachusetts Avenue, NW 
Eagle Station, P.O. Box 79 
Washington, DC 20016 

202;885-6167 or 202/326-5861 

Entry Deadline: March 15, 1996 

AMERICAN 
UNIVERSITY 
WASHINGTON, DC 



ON THE MOVE 
Robert Garcia 
named general man-
ager, CNN Radio, 
Atlanta, from execu-
tive producer for 
CBS Radio Stations 
News Service, 
Washington. 

John Matthews 
promoted to news 
director at WMAL-
AM, Washington, 
from managing 
editor at the station. 

John Armand named executive produc-
er at WTOG-TV, St. Petersburg, FL, 
from same position at KPWB-TV, 
Sacramento, CA. 

Doug Crary to news director at KTKA-
TV, Topeka, KS, from executive produc-
er at WDAF-TV, Kansas City. 

Chris Gordon to anchor at Court TV 
Network, New York, from co-anchor at 
WUSA-TV, Washington. 

Lisa Hudson has been promoted to 
assistant news director at KTVK in 
Phoenix, from executive producer. 

Eason Jordan promoted to head of 
CNN International, Atlanta, from senior 
VP of international newsgathering. 

Drew Levinson to reporter at WCAU-
TV, Philadelphia. 

Brian Loring named manager, news 
system and planning at KCBS-TV, Los 
Angeles. 

Wayne Lynch promoted to vice presi-
dent of news and programming at News 
Channel 8 in Springfield, VA. 

Vicki Montet to senior executive pro-
ducer of news and special projects at 
WUSA-TV, Washington, from assistant 
news director at KCNC-TV, Denver. 

Jeff Newpher to executive news direc-
tor at KJAC-TV, Beaumont, TX, from 
producer at KPRC-TV, Houston. 

Beth O'Connell promoted to director of 
political coverage at NBC News' 
Decision '96 in New York. 

Krista Roberts to managing editor at 
KSHB, Kansas City, from executive pro-

Roberto Vizcon 
promoted to news 
director at WSCV-TV, 
Miami, from execu-
tive producer for 
the station. 

ducer at KTNV, Las Vegas. 

Michael Sipes to news director at 
WLKY-TV, Louisville, KY, from same 
position at WJTV, Jackson, MS. 

Rob Sunde, former chairman of RINDA, 
named senior editor, CNBC, Fort Lee, NJ. 

Gary Whitaker named GM at KSPR-
TV, Springfield, MO, from news director 
at KDNL-TV, St. Louis. 

Arthur Wood named news director at 
WTVH-TV, Syracuse, NY, from execu-
tive producer at WBRC-TV in 
Birmingham, AL. 

Kim Wright to director of news cover-
age at NewsChannel 8, Springfield, VA, 
from assistant news director. 

Call (900) 40-RTNDA for the latest job listing (85e per minute). Job openings listed free. 
Printed Job Bulletin free to members. Call (800) 80-RTNDA for information. 

The next generation 
The latest in top-quality satellite technology 

Meet tomorrow's antenna performance requirements 
today with the new BAF SNV-19, a 9400-pound vehicle 
with the BAF Centurion 1.5m Ku-Band antenna and 

positioner. Call us today toll-free at 1 (800) 633-8223. 

BAF OAF COMMUNICATIONS  
satellite vehicle, for the world 

BAF COMMUNICATIONS CORP. • 314 NORTHSTAR CT. • SANFORD FL • 32771 
WORLDWIDE 407-324-8250 * FAX 407 -:24 7860 • INTERt,ET BAFPGALE NF t 

:Z. HI'lIl uI ?-ii!mmi—....13111113111L:MM 

Still the one. 
The original. The best 
news talent maven. 

Sherlee Barish & Associates 
Representing talent, management and producers in television news. 

47 South Palm Ave., Ste. 201, Sarasota, FL 34236 
813-952-0199 Fax 813-952-0466 
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Help Your Audience Say No to 
Frozen Pipes. 

WHY? Because frozen pipes 
can cause a flood inside 
homes, ruining furniture, 
appliances, flooring, walls and 
even keepsakes. 
On average, a quarter million 

homes are affected annually and a 
cold weather outbreak can cause a real disaster ... big 
numbers of victims, big headaches and big costs. 
But, unlike a tornado or hurricane, this disaster is 

avoidable. 
Your station can help by telling audiences how to keep 

pipes from freezing. We can help by sending you free, 
non-commercial public service announcements and 
brochures and putting you in touch with experts you can 
interview on-air. 
Contact us with this form: 

Ste Farm Fe and Camay Company Home My, 81mmnomon.Imo/. 

.e lei BY Nils*/ 

• 

We have the in-depth selection of images you need: 14,000 phenomenal 

hours of historical and entertainment footage Plus over 20,000,000 

historical photographs. Computer-cataloged, copyright- cleared, priced in 

volume. With thousands of images already available in digital form. 

Call, fax or write for a free brochure and sample reel. 

A RCHIVE FILMS/ 
ARCHIVE PHOTOS 

800-876-5115 
530 W. 25th St. NY, NY 10001 Tel. ( 212) 620-3955 fax ( 212) 645-2137 

Please send me the following NO FROZEN PIPES 
information: 

TV PSAs (3/4 inch tape) 
  TV PSAs ( 1 inch tape) 
  Radio PSAs (reel-to-reel tape) 
  Brochures (quantity needed: ) 

Information about potential interview subjects 

Name 

Title 

Station 

Address 

City State 

ZIP 

Mail to: No Frozen Pipes 
Public Affairs Department 
State Farm Insurance 
One State Farm Plaza 
Bloomington, IL 61710-0001 No Frozen Pipe\ 

or fax: 1309) 766-2670 
For additional inlbrmation, call: (309) 766-2625 

- 

When Planning 
Your New Mobile 
Satellite System, 
These Are The 
Only Numbers 
You Need To 
Worry About. 
1-606-282-4800 

With 10 years of mobile satellite 

experience, we understand the 

importance of customer service. 
So it shouldn't surprise you that 

Harris is the ONLY 

manufacturer that keeps spare 

systems in-house for immediate 
shipment in case of equipment-

failure. The "right now" nature of 
.-4 mobile satellite demands that if 

there's even a small problem, it 

must be corrected. Right now. 

So. to make sure you're 
always up and running, we stock 

spare exciters. up-converters, 

power amplifiers and receivers. 

Plus our 24-hour emergency 

hotline assures you immediacy 

when "right now" means just 
that. Of course, the only 

numbers you need to worry 

about now are 1-606-282-4800 

HARRIS LIJ 
Harris Corporation, Broadcast Division 
7920 Kentucky Drive • Florence, KY 41042 USA 

606 282 4800 • Far 606 283 2818 
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By Gary Griffith 

BRINGING 
IT HOME 
Dozens of local television stations will send news crews to New Hampshire and Iowa 

this month, and a hundred or more local stations will send personnel to the two 

national political conventions this summer. Are they doing the right thing? 

W
ith so many Americans led up 
with politics, and with so little 
apparent suspense this year, 

are local television stations wise to 
invest so much time and money in a 
national story that is usually predictable 
and inherently dull? 

The answer, according to several lead-
ing news consultants, is yes. 

Local television stations will find not 
only that their viewers are interested in 
national politics but also that those view-
ers are counting on stations to provide 
meaningful coverage. 

The smart money for 1996 is advising 
news directors that leadership opportuni-
ties exist for stations that cover the cam-
paign intelligently and creatively. 

"The issue is not that people are not 
interested in politics," says Frank 
Graham, a principal with the consulting 
firm of McHugh & Hoffman. "What they 
have written off is the way many stations 
have chosen to cover it." Too often, he 
says, stations concentrate on personalities 
and staged events rather than the issues 
the voters would like to know more about. 
"In a presidential election there is a real 
story to tell," he says. "It changes the way 
the country is going to be." 

Local television viewers, rather than 
being turned off by politics, want to 
know enough about the campaign to 
make informed choices in the voting 
booth. The most recent national survey 
on this subject was taken early this fall by 
Frank N. Magid Associates. It focused on 
those who said they watched local news-
casts and found that there was consider-
ably more interest in national politics (41 
percent) than in sports (30 percent). 

"There is no such thing as boring pol-
itics," says Magid's research director, 
Dick Haynes, "just boring approaches to 
interesting politics." The Magid study 
also found that viewers say that their 
local stations are their leading source of 
information on national politics, signifi-

cantly ahead of both network television 
and newspapers. 

Political consultants also note that 
most presidential campaigns, no matter 
how predictable they seem at the begin-
ning, become interesting. At this point in 
the 1992 campaign, for example, George 
Bush was leading every Democrat in the 
national polls and Jerry Brown was run-
ning dead even with Bill Clinton for the 
Democratic nomination. 

Presidential politics hates a vacuum, 
and when boredom starts to set in, the 
vacuum fills, as it no doubt will in 1996. 
Perhaps the most prescient of the 1995 
year-end round of pundit predictions for 
1996 came from NBC's Lisa Myers, who 
says, "Something's going to pop up." It 
always does. 

ndependent television consultant ROM 
Tindiglia advises local stations to wel-

come the presidential election with open 
arms. "This is the largest shared experi-
ence in America," he says. "It is about 
people and character as well as about 
issues. To think you can pass on it is nuts." 

For stations in some areas, including 
those where there are important primaries 
or local candidates, campaign and elec-
tion coverage can be especially important 
to a station's perception by its audience. 
"Some stations will be able to use it as a 
way of staking their claim as the most 
serious news station in a city," says Joe 
Rovitto, vice president of news at 
Clemensen, Sheehan & Associates. 

Much of the specific advice from the 
consultants is familiar to most news 
directors—localize the issues and report 
the stories relevant to viewers. But doing 
that is harder than saying it. One of the 
most difficult tasks—and one of the most 
important—is fmding out what the local 
issues are. 

"People who work in newsrooms are 
often very different than the typical view-
er," says Bob Kaplitz, director of consult-

ing development lor Audience Research 
& Development (AR&D). Local televi-
sion reporters and producers are likely to 
be young, single and from out of town 
and don't know what the older, married, 
hometown audience feels is important. 

Although the consultants advise 
stations to undertake the kind of profes-
sional survey research they sell, they also 
suggest that stations can fmd out a lot by 
conducting in-house surveys and town 
meetings. Talking to real voters in your 
area should be a large part of your off-
camera preparation. 

Looking at the election from the voter's 
point of view is stressed by several consul-
tants. "Build the stories from the customer 
back," advises Larry Rickel of The 
Broadcast Image Group, "rather than from 
the rhetoric down." Too often, he and oth-
ers say, local stations initiate stories based 
on appearances by candidates—events that 
are essentially sterile, managed and manip-
ulated. Rickel tells political reporters to 
think and act like consumer reporters. 
"Every single story in your newscast is a 
consumer story," he says. 

No set of advice will fit every station. 
Whether to travel to primaries, con-

ventions, debates and election nights will 
be decisions based largely on station size 
and budget. Here's a summary of what 
leading television consultants are telling 
their clients this year: 

Cover the Issues. There is nearly uni-
versal agreement on this. "The solid 
interest in the campaign really takes off 
when you link it with issues and events," 
adds Magid's Haynes. Some 93 percent 
of viewers, he says, "want specifics on 
issues." The top five in his national sur-
vey are education, health care, environ-
ment, economy and crime. 

Localize, Localize. This should 
be obvious, but it often gets ignored in 
covering the national presidential cam-

(continued on page 12) 
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"Build the stories from the customer back rather than 

from the rhetoric down." 

(cot/tint/et/from page II ) 

paign. "You can't `outnationalize' the 
networks," says AR&D's Kaplitz. Your 
viewers count on you to learn where the 
candidates stand on the issues that are 
important to them. 

Don't Peak Too Early. One of the 
mistakes that many stations make, accord-
ing to McHugh & Hoffinan's Graham, is 
that their producers and reporters follow 
the national timetable rather than the local 
one. "They need to be reminded," he says, 

"that the viewer is often not involved until 
just before the election." 

Promote, Promote. "Name it, claim 
it, and be visible all the way through," 
advises Ron Tindiglia. Use a consistent 
theme and graphics for your coverage, 
but concentrate on what you are doing 
that the others are not and on what makes 
your coverage important. 

Character Matters. While you 
should avoid reporting on superficial per-

"COMPROMPTE1 
HM POWERFUL 
CAPABILITIES" 

Carolyn Powell, News Director — WLTX-TV Columbia, SC 

"Comprompter's computer system is extremely 
versatile and incredibly useful for finding information and 
pulling breaking stories to get them on-air in seconds." 

"Because of Comprompter's Electronic Newsroom 
System, we are more efficient and productive, which gives 
us extra time to concentrate on story content, updating 
copy, and fine-tuning our overall broadcast." 

Comprompter Enin 
TM 

Call today and put the power to work for you. 608-785-7766 

sonality quirks or "charisma," your view-
ers do want to know about the candidates 
and their records. While issues rate high-
est, the Magid survey shows that 58 per-
cent want to know about each candidate's 
"character and personal life." To this 
Tindiglia adds, "Our politicians and 
movie stars are our royalty." 

Set the Agenda. The campaigns will 
try to tell you what is important by using 
speeches, press conferences, debates and 
advertising. That's what they want you to 
report, but it's not usually what your 
viewers want to hear. "Be proactive in 
determining what the agenda is," says 
Graham, "rather than letting the candi-
dates set it." 

Cover, Cover. Don't be afraid to tell 
your viewers what is happening. While 
you shouldn't concentrate only on the 
horse race, your viewers want to be 
informed about how the race is changing. 
Consider doing a section of "briefs" on 
polls and developments. If you don't have 
a reporter who is identified as a political 
reporter, consider naming one. Use your 
other specialists (your health and educa-
tion reporters, for example) to look at can-
didates' stands on health and medicine. 

Red Flags. One of the subjects that 
turns voters off is mudslinging, which 88 
percent believe is "out of control," accord-
ing to the Magid study. But viewers also 
believe that local television often "makes 
politicians look worse than they are." 

Be a Watchdog. "Truth squads" that 
look into campaign promises and "ad 
watches" that examine the truth or appro-
priateness of political advertising can 
give your coverage a consumer-oriented 
edge. Viewers believe that most politi-
cians lie in order to get elected. Viewers 
this year are particularly interested in 
how their tax money is being spent. 

Include Real People. "Put a face on 
it," says Broadcast Image Group's 
Rickel, "not just m-o-s's, but real peo-
ple." Consider tracking a group of fami-
lies or interviewing on camera the same 
people who have answered polling ques-
tions or participated in focus groups. Ask 
the candidates the questions that actual 
voters want explained or cleared up. 

Be a Leader. Be creative but substan-
tial. You may want to be the station that 
creates a campaign home page on the 
Internet or the one that partners with a 
cable or PBS station to provide wall-to-
wall coverage. Let your viewers know 
that you are the station providing them 
with the news they need to vote intelli-
gently—and then live up to the claim. In 

Gary Griffith is Washington bureau 
chief for Hearst Broadcasting. 
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Follow the Money: 

Covering the 1996 Elections 

30-Minute Video Briefings for Reporters 

4$, 

WHAT: RTNDF will present 13 briefings that will be 
available free to newsrooms via satellite. The brief-
ings will provide you with election insight and story 
leads prior to and during the primaries. 

WHO: Former ABC, CNN and NBC correspondent 
Dennis Troute will host the roundtables with panelists 
Charles Lewis, Executive Director, Center for Public 
Integrity and Ellen Miller, Executive Director, Center 
for Responsive Politics and other guests. 

WHERE: By satellite, direct to your newsroom. 

Free of charge. 

WHEN: 
4S, Wednesdays, 11:00 AM EST:  

February 7, 14, 21 and 28 
March 6, 13, 20 and 27 
April 10 and 24 
May 8 
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Produced by the 1996 Election Project, a program of the Radio and Television News Directors Foundation 

To Request Satellite Coordinates 

Mail or fax to: 
Cy Porter, Project Director 

The Radio and Television News Directors Foundation 

1000 Connecticut Ave., NW, Suite 615 
Washington, DC 20036 

Phone: (202) 467-5219 • Fax: (202) 223-4007 

E-mail: cy@rmdforg 

RT 

Name 

Title  

Station  

Address  

City/State/Zip  

Phone/Fax  



By Charles Lewis 

FOLLOW 
THE MONEY 

\sii/e 

Journalistic sophistication at dissecting broadcast political advertising generally is 
improving. But it may be revealing to take an even closer look behind the advertis-

ing itself—at the candidates, their campaign money, who produced their commer-

cials and what exactly it has bought. 

T
elevision stations have recently 
been praised for taking local polit-
ical reporting to a new level by 

analyzing candidate commercials and 
separating "fact from fiction" in news-
cast ad watch campaigns. But more 
needs to be done to find out where the 
money for the advertising comes from— 
and who raised it. 

This requires investigative digging 
and some creativity in visually present-
ing the information for 1'V audiences. 
But the effort is well worth it, sometimes 
netting terrific stories. For example, two 
local stories in late 1995 that became 
national curiosities came from under-
standing and reporting the confluence of 
money and politics. 

One was the strange "honeymoon's 
over" saga of Rep. Enid Waldholtz (R-
UT), her husband and the mysterious 
influx of $2 million in the closing days 
of her 1994 campaign. Another story 
concerned the hundreds of thousands of 
dollars spent by the re-election campaign 
of Democratic Gov. Lawton Chiles via 
bogus elderly organizations to scare 
elderly Florida voters about "Republican 
cuts in entitlements" just before the 1994 
election. Print journalists have in the past 
pursued these investigative stories more 
aggressively than their broadcast 
brethren. But perhaps that is changing. 

Because of the "live" interview for-
mats that are generally essential to can-
didates at election time because they are 
free, broadcast journalists—arguably 
more so than print reporters—are in a 
position to substantially turn up the heat, 
thus enabling viewers to ascertain exact-
ly who is behind each candidate before 
they vote for them. 

Undoubtedly, the 1996 presidential 
election will go down as the most expen-
sive political campaign in U.S. history. In 
the year preceding the 1992 election, 
challenger Bill Clinton raised more 

money than any other Democrat, $3.2 
million. In 1995, President Clinton raised 
$26 million in roughly seven months, or 
more than $ 123,000 a day! Republican 
challenger Sen. Bob Dole raised more 
than $20 million in 1995. The money is 
significant, not just because of how it 
affects our choices but because, since 
1976, every presidential candidate rais-
ing the most money before the election 
began, and accepting federal matching 
funds, has gotten his party's nomination. 

The American people have always vis-
cerally sensed that there is an alliance 

between politicians and money. But they 
have a right to know—and journalists 
have an obligation to report—just which 
interests have invested in which candi-
dates and precisely to what extent these 
patrons and their politicians have bene-
fited from the relationship. 

Print journalists frequently report the 
latest incoming receipts from the Federal 
Election Commission for all of the pres-
idential campaigns, sometimes including 
fancy charts, convinced that they have 
done their readers a service in presenting 
"a money-and-politics story." The infor-
mation is in fact new and interesting, but 
the rest of the story about these unprece-
dented amounts of candidate cash 
remains largely untold. 

The important thing for journalists to 
do in this election cycle is to listen care-
fully to the candidates and what they are 
saying about themselves. Then look 
more closely at what they don't talk 
about—how specific moneyed interests 
have underwritten their careers. 
Politicians, as we all know, rarely tell 
you the whole story. For example, in the 
1980s, Gov. Clinton gave political 
speeches about the plight of Arkansas 
chicken farmers, but he rarely uttered the 
words "Tyson Foods." Sen. Phil Gramm 
is far more likely to talk about the right 
of Americans to bear arms than to brag 

that the National Rifle Association has 
given him $442,525 since 1979. These 
relationships of candidates to their bene-
factors are extremely revealing, yet gen-
erally unknown. 

An example of this occurred last fall 
in New Hampshire when millionaire 
publisher and GOP presidential hopeful 
Steven Forbes held his first news confer-
ence in Bedford. For days, Forbes had 
been extolling the virtues and policy wis-
dom of revamping the tax code and insti-
tuting a " 17 percent flat tax " on all 
Americans, rich and poor. One local 
reporter asked Forbes how many mil-
lions of dollars he would personally save 
each year from the enactment of a new 
flat tax. He dodged the question, but at 
least it was asked. 

Questions should be asked again and 
again to politicians, by local and 

national reporters, until they are respon-
sively answered. Tarmac photo-ops care-
fully targeted for local evening newscasts 
should feature tough follow-the-money 
questions about each candidate's "career 
patrons" and the favors given in return. 

Just as many radio and TV stations 
have determined that political advertis-
ing has become an important campaign 
story in and of itself, it is time to recog-
nize the relevance to viewers and listen-
ers of money in politics today. And it is 
time to stop using sports metaphors to 
describe how this democracy selects its 
national leader every four years. Maybe 
in 1996, America will see the process for 
what it really is: a prohibitively expen-
sive, high-stakes. exclusive auction. • 

Charles Lewis, a former producer 
for CBS' 60 Minutes, is executive 
director of the Center for Public 
Integrity, a nonpartisan research 
organization in Washington, and is 
author of "The Buying of the 
President," just released by Avon. 
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Radio and Television News Directors Foundation 

1996 Fellowships for Broadcast Journalists 

Michele Clark Fellowship 
This $ 1000 award is given to a minority news 
professional with one to five years experience. 

RTNDF 

Vada and Barney Oldfield National Security Reporting Fellowship 

This $ 1000 award is given to reporters and producers with one to five years experience in 
covering national defense and security issues. 

Jacque I. Minnotte Health Reporting Fellowship 
This $ 1000 award is for reporters covering health or medical stories. 

Environment and Science Reporting Fellowship 

This $ 1000 award is given annually to a reporter or producer who 
covers the science or environment beat. 

All fellowshi p award recipients receive an expense-paid trip to the RTNDA convention in Los Angeles in October. 

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES IS MARCH 1, 1996 

For application, contact Gwen Lyda, (202) 659-6510 or e-mail: gwenl@rtndf.org 

Broadcasters: 
for energy news and features call the 

NATURAL GAS 
RADIO NEWSLINE 
TOLL FREE: (800) 336-4795 

The A.G.A. Radio newsline includes sound bites 
and is updated at the start of each weekend. 

For radio or television interviews 
on a variety of energy or environmental topics, 

please call 
Julie Stewarl at (703) 841-8667 

or 
Mark Stultz at ( 703) 841-8662 

AGA American Gas Association 

1515 Wilson Blvd. • Arlington, VA 22209 

WINNING 

TEAMS 

RELY ON 

EXPERT 

COACHING 

Carol Dearing-Rommel, M.S. CCC SP/A 
TALENT DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST—TV NEWS 

Experienced. 

Dynamic. Insightful. 

7557 Rambler Rd., Ste. 704 
Dallas, TX 75231 
21 4/7 50-1030 
References Available 
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By Bob Papper, Andrew Sharma and Michael Gerhard 

SALARIES MOVING UP 
Affiliation changes, start-up news operations and expanding news departments and 

newscasts made 1995 another good year for people moving into the business and 

moving up within it. 

s
alary "increases are running 5, 6, 
7, 8 percent and more," according 
to Don Fitzpatrick of Don 

Fitzpatrick Associates talent placement 
in San Francisco, "primarily because of 
the amount of hiring and the bidding 
that's taking place. Two or three years 
ago, a news director would say, ' It's 
$35,000. Take it or leave it.' Now, it's a 
bidding war—especially for male 
anchors and reporters. And good pro-
ducers can just write their own tickets." 

Phone calls made around the country, 
in conjunction with the 1995 
RTNDF/Ball State University Survey, 
showed that affiliation changes, start-up 
news operations and expanding news 
departments and newscasts made 1995 
another good year for people moving into 
the business and moving up within it. 

Most news directors reported salary 
increases in the 4 to 6 percent range, 
with at least some people under contract 
getting closer to 10 percent if they re-
signed with their old station. Virtually 
everyone we talked with labeled 1995 a 
better year for salaries than 1994. (See 
graph on page 17.) 

Fitzpatrick said more people were 
hired in each of the last two years than 
in any other year in the past decade. 

"The biggest (hiring) problem is that 
there are lots more stations doing news," 
according to Steve Hammel, news direc-
tor at KMOV-TV in St. Louis. "You 
must make a decision a lot faster than 

About the Survey: 

The RTNDF/Ball State University 
Survey was conducted in the 
fourth quarter of 1995 among 
all 1,196 operating, non-satel-
lite television stations and a 
random sample of 922 radio 
stations. Valid responses 
came from 679 television sta-
tions (56.8 percent) and 449 
radio stations (48.7 percent). 

you used to because others are looking.' 
"It's supply and demand," said 

Fitzpatrick. "We got to the point in the 
office with news directors in every day 
looking for the same people. I told them, 
if they're here, chances are other news 
directors in similar markets are doing 
the same thing. If you like the person, 
call and talk to them—at least get on 
their dance card." 

Some of those competitive forces 
come from people like Bob Schadel. 
He's the news director for a start-up 
news department at KOKH-TV in 
Oklahoma City (market #43). The Fox 

Virtually everyone we 

talked with labeled 

1995 a better year for 

salaries than 1994. 

station plans to start with a half-hour 
newscast at 9 p.m. on Memorial Day. 
Schadel didn't want to talk about specif-
ic salaries but said his budget allows 
him to be competitive in the market, and 
he's having no trouble finding local peo-
ple interested in moving and talented 
younger people in smaller markets 
wanting to move up. 

But Schadel noted that it\ tougher to 
find quality talent now than it was before 
Fox. The demand is going up. "It comes 
down to the almighty dollar," according 
to Schadel. "If a station is willing to pay, 
it can get top news people." 

Talent agent Bill LaPlante saw 1995 
as a variable year, with many of his peo-
ple seeing raises in the 5 to 10 percent 
range. Media Alliance, in Burlington, 
CT, represents fewer than 50 people. 
LaPlante saw last year as especially 
good for people getting into the busi-
ness, but he's worried about the industry 
losing good people because of the low 
starting salaries. 

David Crane, whose agency in 
Ormond Beach, FL, represents 50 to 60 

people, said he saw the same 5 to 6 percent 
increases. News directors usually started 
offering around 4 percent, said Crane, but 
"when someone is highly desired, you can 
negotiate pretty hefty raises of 10 or even 
20 percent sometimes." 

Crane agreed that the affiliation 
changes and new start-ups have present-
ed lots of new opportunities and helped 
salaries, but, he said, there are dangers, 
too. "These new operations can be diffi-
cult places to work, with lots of 
unformed program concepts. So unless 
you're extremely versatile, you may 
have been perceived as a solution (when 
you were first hired), but six months 
down the road, you may be perceived as 
the problem" if the news department 
changes direction. 

"News directors want to keep the 
increases fairly modest," according to 
Rick Gevers in Grand Rapids, MI, who 
moved from news director to talent 
agent in 1995. "The thing that astounds 
me is the variance between mar-
kets....Sometimes you can find double 
the pay in a smaller market." 

"Tenure has a lot to do with it," 
according to Gevers, "and sometimes 
it's just competitive forces in the market 
or a union. It varies." Gevers said the 
increases he's seen have varied from as 
little as 3 to 4 percent into the low dou-
ble digits. 

As always, with rare exceptions, 
salaries moved up with size of staff 
and market size. (See tables on pages 19 
and 20.) 

Jay Hildebrandt, news director at 
KIFI-TV in Idaho Falls/Pocatello, ID 
(market #163), said most of his people 
got raises of $500 to $ 1,000 a year in 
1995. At his salary levels, that translated 
to 3 to 7 percent. 

Renard Maiuri is news director at 
KDRV-TV in Medford, OR (market 
#145), as well as KEZI-TV in Eugene. 
Maiuri said raises were around 5 to 6 
percent, which is better than past years. 

Mary Loftus said last year was at 
least marginally better than before. 
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The range between the low salary and the high salary for each position is enormous. The low end usually means small market 

and small staff; the high end major market and the biggest newsrooms. The better indicator of salaries is represented in the 

median figure—the midpoint of all the salaries. 

Raises in her news department at 
WIBW-TV in Topeka, KS (market 
#142), were generally 4 to 5 percent. 

That's close to what Bruce Cramer 
saw, as news director at WTXL-TV in 
Tallahassee, FL (market #116). Cramer 
said raises ranged from 3 to 5 percent, 
depending on merit, experience and 
longevity. "And I've got Florida to sell," 
said Cramer, and that helps. 
A booming economy helped Roger 

Bell, news director at KVBC-TV in Las 
Vegas (market #66). Raises there were 
"in the 5 percent range in general, 
maybe a little more." 

Percentages were a lot higher for 
some of the people at WHBQ-TV in 
Memphis, TN (market #42). News 
director George Tyll brought the new 
Fox affiliate from 28 news people to 55. 
And along the way, Tyll said he really 
brought the low end up to make it a lot 
more competitive in the market. 

Steve Schwaid, news director at 
WVIT-TV in Hartford, CT (market 
#26), said raises fell in the 4 to 5 percent 
range, and "nobody got no raise." That's 
a good year after the retrenchment his 

station (and so many others) had a cou-
ple of years ago. 

Steve Hammel, news director at 
KMOV-TV in St. Louis, said his news-
room raises of 3 to 4 percent had been 
determined a number of years ago. 
Everyone is union at KMOV-TV, and 
the 1996 raise of 3 percent has already 
been negotiated. 

Trends 
The biggest trend David Crane sees 

is more and more longer term con-
tracts—up to five years. Crane said a 
number of his clients have agreed to 
smaller raises as a trade-off for greater 
security, but not everyone wants to be 
tied down like that, either. 

And it isn't just longer contracts. As 
we noted last year, more and more sta-
tions appeared to be signing more and 
more people to contracts. Larger sta-
tions have always had contracts with 
anchors and reporters. Today, those sta-
tions frequently sign producers and 
assignment editors to contracts, too. So 
do more and more smaller stations. 

"We sign everyone for a couple-year 
commitment," according to Jay 



News directors report making as little as $14,000 a 

year and as much as $204,000. The average was 

$56,700 and the median was $48,000. 

(continued from page 17) 

bringing up the low end in the news-
room or bringing salaries more in line 
with others in the market. 

"Historically, we've been a bit lower 
than the others," according to Marc 
Cotta at KJEO-TV in Fresno, CA (mar-
ket #57). He said their big goal was to 
bring up their salaries to be more even 
with the market, especially for those 
who are "grossly underpaid." 

That was a theme echoed by George 
Ty11 at WHBQ-TV in Memphis, TN. 
Ty11 said probably their biggest push in 
salaries was "on the lower end," people 
paid well below market. 

The short-term future? Rick Gevers 
thinks this year will be strong, with the 
Olympics and big elections pouring dol-
lars into stations. Gevers said the year to 
watch for retrenchment is 1997. 

David Crane also sees this year as a 
strong one, and he thinks that some 
movement in the syndicated market 
away from tabloid sensationalism could 
offer some more attractive alternatives 
for people in the business. 

Bill LaPlante and others are waiting to 
see exactly what ABC, NBC/Microsoft 
and Fox do, if anything, in the cable/elec-
tronic news business. 

"In the back of my mind, a voice says 
it's slowing up," noted Don Fitzpatrick. 

"But it's not. We're as busy as we've 
ever been." 

News Directors 
Ile RI N DF/Ball State University 

Survey found TV news directors making 
as little as $ 14,000 a year and as much 
as $204,000. The average was $56,700 
and the median (midpoint of the group) 
was $48,000. 

Jay Hildebrandt at KIFI-TV said 
news directors in Idaho Falls/Pocatello, 
ID, make in the mid-$20s or so. 
Hildebrandt is also one of the station's 
main anchors, so his situation is a little 
different. He said he and co-anchor 
Karole Honas got tired of young, inex-
perienced news directors going through 
the market, so he and Honas suggested 
to management that they also manage 
the department (Honas is now assistant 
news director)-and split the news 
director's salary between them. 

Renard Maiuri at KDRV-TV said 
news directors in Medford, OR, get paid 
between the mid-$30s and the high 
$40s. 

In Tallahassee, FL, Bruce Cramer at 
WTXL-TV said news directors make in 
the $40s. 

Marc Cotta, news director at KJEO-
TV. figured news directors in Fresno. 

CA, make anywhere from $60,000 to 
$100,000. 

Roger Bell at KVBC-TV said news 
directors in Las Vegas earn between 
$75,000 and $ 100,000. 

That's higher than George Tyll at 
WHBQ-TV in Memphis, TN, estimated 
for news directors there: $70,000 to 
$80,000 or so. 

But it's lower than Steve Hammel at 
KMOV-TV in St. Louis figured for his 
market. "Over $ 100,000, for sure," said 
Hammel. 

Other News Managers 
Overall, assistant news directors, 

executive producers and managing edi-
tors averaged in the low to mid-$40s, 
with median salaries of $42,000, 
$39,000 and $43,000 respectively. The 
figure for managing editor is deceptive-
ly high because most stations, including 
medium and smaller ones, have an assis-
tant news director and/or an executive 
producer, but few stations outside larger 
and major markets have managing edi-
tors. That inflates the average (and 
median) for managing editors. 

Assistant news directors made a bit 
more than executive producers or man-
aging editors, but the relative pay 
between executive producers and man-
aging editors varied too much to give 
either the nod over the other. 

At a number of smaller stations, the 
assignment editor also serves as execu-
tive producer or the management equiv-
alent. In Topeka, KS, the assignment 
editor at WIBW-TV is also the executive 

Median Television News Salaries by Market Size 

1-25 26-50 51-100 101-150 151+ 

News Director $106,000 $75,000 $55,000 $43,000 $38,000 

Asst. News Dir. 78,000 52,000 42,000 35,000 30,000 

Executive Prod. 65.000 45,000 35,000 30,000 33,000 

Managing Ed. 60,000 42,000 39,500 38,000 30,000 

News Producer 37,000 30.000 23,000 18,000 18,000 

Assignment Ed. 38,000 30,000 27,000 24,000 20,000 

News Anchor 135,000 76.000 47,000 35,000 28,000 

Sports Anchor 93,000 55,000 35,000 29,000 24,500 

Weathercaster 100,000 60,000 40,000 32,000 27,000 

News Reporter 45,000 30,000 24,000 18,000 17,000 

Sports Reporter 45,000 28,000 23,000 18,500 17,000 

Photographer 35,000 25,000 20,000 17,000 16,000 

Graphics 35,000 21,000 20,000 26,000 17,000 
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producer, the number two position there. 
In Tallahassee, FL, the assignment edi-
tor at WTXL-TV is also the managing 
editor, the number two position there. 

In Medford, OR, Renard Maiuri said 
executive producers make in the mid-
$20s to mid-$30s. 

Over $40,000, according to Roger 
Bell, news director at KVBC-TV in 
Las Vegas. 

Other news managers in Fresno, CA, 
make in the $30,000 to $40,000 range, 
according to KJEO-TV news director 
Marc Cotta. 

In Memphis, TN: $50,000 to 
$60,000, according to George Ty11, news 
director at WHBQ-TV. 

In St. Louis, news managers make 
$55,000 and up, according to Steve 
Hammel at KMOV-TV, "but not six 
figures." 

Assignment Editors and 

Producers 
The RTNDF/Ball State University 

Survey found similar numbers for both 
assignment editors and producers, with 
the low end a bit higher for assignment 
editors: $ 14,000 vs. $ 11,000. But the 
high end was a bit lower: $61,000 for 
assignment editors vs. $72,000 for pro-
ducers. Both averaged in the mid to 
upper $20s, but the median salary for 
assignment editors, $28,000, is consid-
erably higher than the median for pro-
ducers, $22,000. The difference could 
be based on the number of assignment 
editors who also serve as middle man-
agers, especially in smaller stations. 

Jay Hildebrandt at KIFI-TV in 
Idaho Falls/Pocatello, ID, said both 
positions make in the mid to high teens 
in his market. 

In Medford, OR, Renard Maiuri said 
both make in the high teens to mid-$20s, 
depending on experience. That's the 
same figure Bruce Cramer reported at 
WTXL-TV in Tallahassee, FL. 

Pick your salary, any 

salary, and there's prob-

ably an anchor making 
that somewhere. Our 

survey found a range 

(for main news anchors) 

of $11,000 to $600,000. 

In Fresno, CA, Marc Cotta at KJEO-
TV said assignment editors and produc-
ers make in the $20s and $30s, depend-
ing on experience. 

Roger Bell at KVBC-TV in Las 
Vegas put the range for producers at 
$17,000 to $35,000, depending on show 
and experience. The assignment desk 
runs $25,000 to $40,000, Bell said. 

George Ty11 in Memphis, TN, gave 
similar numbers for assignment editors, 
but producers run in the low $30s and 
up, he said. 

Salaries for producers in St. Louis 
run in the mid-$30s to mid-$40s, 
according to Steve Hammel at KMOV-

TV. Assignment editors run in the mid-
$30s, he said, excluding overtime. 

Anchors 
Pick your salary, any salary, and 

there's probably an anchor making that 
somewhere. Our survey found a range 
(for main news anchors) of $ 11,000 to 
$600,000. The average comes to 
$60,800, but that's inflated by the high 
end. A more realistic number is probably 
the median, which came to S43,000. 
Overall, weather was second, with a 
median salary of $36,000, and sports 
third, with a median of $32,500. 

Jay Hildebrandt at KIFI-TV said 
main anchors in Idaho Falls/Pocatello, 
ID, make in the low to mid-$30s. 

Renard Maiuri at KDRV-TV said 
reporters who do some anchoring make 
in the low $20s or so. Main anchors, 
news, weather and sports, make in the 
mid-$20s to mid-$40s. 

Mary Loftus at WIBW-TV in 
Topeka, KS, gave similar numbers. 
Reporters who do some anchoring make 
in the low to mid-$20s; main anchors 
run in the low to mid-$30s and up-
depending on experience and longevity. 

Bruce Cramer at WTXL-TV in 
Tallahassee, FL, said all the main 
anchors there make "around $30." 

Marc Cotta at KJEO-TV in Fresno, 
CA, said main news anchors run $40,000 
to $65,000 and up. And it could be up 
quite a bit. Weather and sports, he said, 
run $30,000 to $40,000 and up, and, 
again, it could be a lot more, depending 

(continued on page 21) 

Median Television News Salaries by Staff Size 

51+ 31-50 21-30 11-20 1-10 

News Director $111,000 $70,000 $49,000 $40,000 $30,500 

Asst. News Dir. 70,000 49,000 34,000 29.000 25,000 

Executive Prod. 62,000 41.000 30,500 25,000 32,500 

Managing Ed. 57,500 42,000 35,000 25,000 45,000 

News Producer 36.000 25,000 20.000 18,000 19.000 

Assignment Ed. 36,000 30,000 25,000 20,000 18,000 

News Anchor 125,000 70,000 40.500 28,000 22.000 

Sports Anchor 86,500 50,000 31,000 25,000 21,000 

Weathercaster 90,000 52,000 35.000 26,000 23,000 

News Reporter 45,000 28,000 20,000 17,000 19,000 

Sports Reporter 35,000 25,000 20,000 16,000 17.000 

Photographer 34,000 24,000 18,000 16,000 19,000 

Graphics 33,000 21,000 31,000 27,000 21,000 
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HIGH 111 AVERAGE MEDIAN LOW 

Although there's a large range between low salary and high salary for news directors, the range for other 
positions is much more compressed in radio than in television. That's why the average (the average of all the 
individual salaries) is so close to the median (the midpoint for all the salaries). 

Pew Center 
for Civic Journalism 

To honor James K. Batten, long time Chairman and 
Chief Executive of Knight Ridder, Inc., and to encourage 
within the profession his vision of and commitment to 
journalism that fosters civic participation as well as in-
forms citizens, the Pew Charitable Trusts has funded an 
annual 

$25,000 
JAMES K. BATTEN AWARD 

FOR EXCELLENCE 

IN CIVIC JOURNALISM 

Beginning in 1996, thc award will be presented annu-
ally for an individual or team report, broadcast, series or 
accumulated body of work that supports people's involve-
ment in the life of their community. This can be demon-
strated with work that helps residents identify problems, 
promotes true and carefi..I deliberation of all possible solu-
tions, illuminates the common ground or: difficult issues. 
and advances participatory democracy in other ways. 

Nomination forms and entry guidelines may be ob-
tained from: 

THE PEW CENTER FOR CIVIC JOURNALISM 
1101 Connecticut Ave., N.W. 
Suite 420 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
Phone: 202/331-3200 FAX: 202/347-6440 

Entry Deadline is February 15, 1996, 

THE 
MONEY 
MINUTE 
Daily 60- second radio 
programming on timely 
personal finance topics. 

For more information 
contact: 

Lori Wall 
202/326-5867 

3 INVESTMENT 
COMPANY 
INSTITUTE 
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(continued from page 19) 

on experience and length in the market. 
Roger Bell at KVBC-TV in Las 

Vegas put secondary anchors in the $30s 
and main- news anchors between 
$50,000 and $ 125,000. He put weather 
and sports between $35,000 and 
$60,000—with maybe a slight edge in 
pay to weather. 

George Tyll at WHBQ-TV put main 
anchors in Memphis, TN, at "no less 
than $ 100,000" and probably up to 
$125,000 or $ 130,000. 

Steve Hammel at KMOV-TV said 
main anchors in St. Louis run double 

that or so: "over $200,000." Sports and 
weather run "all over the ballpark." 
depending on the individual. 

As is commonly the case, the highest 
paid anchors didn't show up in the sur-
vey. Talent representative Bill LaPlante 
estimated that there are 12 to 15 local 
anchors in the country making more 
than a million dollars a year. 

Reporters 
News reporters in our survey made 

anywhere from a low of $ 11,000 to a 
high of $ 100,000. The average pay was 
$26,500 and the probably more realistic 
median pay was $23,000. 

Life Saving News 
and Information 

For Your Viewels... 

Medical 
Breakthroughs 

Prescription 
Health 

Crackdown 
On Crime 

IAANHOE BROADCAST NEWS 

401 SOUTH ROSALIND AVENUE 

MILAN DO, FLORIDP 32801 

4 0 7 • 4 2 3 • 8 0 4 5 
FAX 407/425-2413 

http:/iwww.ivanhoe.com 

Reporters start out between $ 13,000 
and $ 14,000 in Idaho Falls/Pocatello, 
ID, according to Jay Hildebrandt at 
KIFI-TV, and then move to about 
$15,000 in a year. Some anchoring 
would raise pay into the high teens. 

In Medford, OR, reporters make in 
the mid teens to low $20s, according to 
Renard Maiuri at KDRV-TV. Most do at 
least some anchoring. 

That's pretty close to the numbers in 
Topeka, KS, according to Mary Loftus 
at WIBW-TV. Loftus said reporters who 
do some anchoring will move into the 
low to mid-$20s. 

Around $ 18,000, according to Bruce 
Cramer at WTXL-TV in Tallahassee, FL. 

It depends on experience, according 
to Roger Bell at KVBC in Las Vegas. 
Less experienced reporters make 
$18,000 to $22,000, with experienced 
reporters running from $24,000 to 
$35,000. 

In Fresno, reporters make $25,000 to 
$35,000, depending on experience, 
according to Marc Cotta at KJEO-TV. 
But, he said, there are some reporters in 
the market making more than that. 

George Tyll at WHBQ-TV in 
Memphis, TN, figured reporters there 
make anywhere from $25,000 at the 
low end up to $40,000, depending on 
experience. 

In St. Louis, reporters start at 
$42,000 and go up from there, according 
to Steve Hammel at KMOV-TV. 

Photographers 
The RTNDF/Ball State University 

Survey found photographers' pay 
ranged from $ 12,000 to $83,000, with 
an average of $22,700 and a median of 
$20,000. 

At KIFI-TV in Idaho Falls/Pocatello, 
ID, Jay Hildebrandt said they really 
don't have photographers—reporters 
shoot their own stories. The same situa-
tion is found in Medford, OR, at KDRV-
TV, according to Renard Maiuri. 

Bruce Cramer at WTXL-TV in 
Tallahassee, FL, said photographers 
start out in the $ 16,000 range plus over-
time. Overtime runs about six to eight 
hours every two weeks, Cramer said, 
because he'll bring in part-timers on 
weekends rather than pay overtime. 

Roger Bell at KVBC-TV said pho-
tographers make $ 16,500 to $26,000 
plus overtime, which could tack on 
another 10 percent. 

Marc Cotta at KJEO-TV said a start-
ing photographer in Fresno, CA, might 
make around $20,000, but the average is 
$25,000 to $30,000 overall, with the 

(continued on page 22) 
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"You trade certain things for quality of life. Small-

market radio doesn't pay jack," said Steve Hair of KPQ 

in Wenatchee, WA. 

(continued from page 21) 

high end up between $35,000 and 
$40,000. 

In Memphis, TN, George Tyll at 
WHBQ-TV figured photographers aver-
age around $25,000. 

In St. Louis, photographers can start 
around $27,000 and go up to $52,000 
after seven years. Add another 6 to 7 
percent for overtime, according to Steve 
Hammel at KMOV-TV. 

RADIO 
The RTNDF/Ball State University 

Survey showed a pay range for radio 
news directors from $ 10,000 at the 
low end up to $81,000. The average 
was $23,300 and the median (midpoint 
for the group) was $21,000. Radio news 
reporters made from $ 10,000 up to 
$30,000, with an average of $ 19,100 
and a median of $ 18,000. News pro-
ducers and anchors did a bit better. (See 
graph on page 20.) 

Steve Hair, the news director at KPQ 
(AM), news/talk, in Wenatchee, WA, 
said, "You trade certain things for qual-

ity of life." Salary is one ot those 
things. "Small-market radio doesn't 
pay jack," Hair said. "You do it because 
you love it." 

Hair has been doing it off and on for 
23 years—five years at KPQ. "My 
biggest disappointment in radio news is 
the salaries," he said. 

Hair has news anchors who host the 
programs and read material he's pre-
pared. The anchors make $ 12,000 to 
$14,500. News directors make in the 
mid-$20s, according to Hair. Raises 
were about $50 per month last year— 
less than 2 percent. 

Vicki Holloway said she took quite a 
pay cut—moving from a TV producer 
in Dallas to the news director (and 
"pretty much the whole news depart-
ment") at KETR (FM) in Commerce, 
TX. It's a public station, soon to be a 
part of Texas A&M University. She 
does have students who help and a cou-
ple of part-timers. 

Last year brought across-the-board 3 
percent salary increases. Holloway said 

she makes $ 18,500, and as a single 
mom, that can be tough. She produces 
about a dozen packages a day, and she 
loves the experience she's gaining and 
the contacts she's making as a member 
of the Texas Board of Directors for the 
Associated Press. 

Libby Jackson said her last raise 
came in October 1994, and she doesn't 
expect one this year, either. 

Jackson is news director (and news 
staff—along with a sports director) at 
KEXO (AM), adult contemporary; 
KKNN (FM), hot country; KQIL (AM), 
traditional country; and KQIX (FM), 
rock, in Grand Junction, CO. She's been 
there 10 years and makes $ 19,200. "TV 
here pays less than radio," Jackson said. 

"When we first moved here, the 
place was in a real depression; every-
thing was dead," according to Jackson. 
Now she said everything's building and 
robust, but it hasn't filtered down into 
salaries—for her or the town, generally. 

Jackson said she loves Grand 
Junction. "I'm going to stay; I'm hop-
ing for profit sharing." 

Rich Fellingham, news director at 
KAS! (AM), talk/oldies, and KCCQ 
(FM), top 40, in Ames, IA, said 1995 
was a strong year, compared to previ-
ous ones. Salaries went up in the 3 per-
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Simply the best newsroom automation. 

NewsMaker Systems, Inc. 
28720 Roadside Drive, Suite 301, Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

Voice: (818) 879-0000, Fax: ( 818) 865-1421, e-mail: info@nmaker.com 

See us at NAB '96 
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cent range last year. But, he said, there 
are fewer radio news people in Iowa. "If 
they had three, they cut back to two; if 
they had two, they cut back to one; and 
some eliminated news completely," 
according to Fellingham. 

Fellingham has two full-time news 
people plus an intern from Iowa State 
University. While he said the pay isn't 
great, it's better than average for radio. 

John Harris expects this year to be 
better. He said 1995 was about the same 
as 1994 and 1993—no increases in staff 
and little increase in money. Harris is the 
one-person news department at WCVS 
(FM), 70s; WFMB (FM), country; and 
WFMB (AM), sports, in Springfield, IL. 
Radio news salaries are in the upper 
teens and lower $20s, Harris said, but he 
is hoping for a pay increase this year. 

Lynda Lambert left the network and 
Los Angeles radio to be closer to family, 
a better quality of life and "out of the 
madness of L.A." She knew the trade-
off would be money, although she said 
they now own a house in Birmingham, 
AL—something that seemed inconceiv-
able in Los Angeles. 

She and three reporters/anchors han-
dle the news on WERC (AM) 
news/talk; WMJJ (FM), adult contem-
porary; and WOWC (FM), country. 
That's an increase of one over last year. 
"Our research said we could add sever-
al rating points by upgrading the news 
product." 

Reporters in Birmingham, AL, make 
in the low to mid-$20s, Lambert said, 
and news directors make in the high 
$20s to the mid-$40s. 1995 meant "very, 
very minute increases: 2 to 3 percent, if 
that." And 1996? "It better look better," 
said Lambert with a smile. 

Radio news is alive and very well, 
thank you, at WBAL (AM), news/talk, 
in Baltimore. Salaries in 1995 grew a lit-
tle ahead of the previous three years: 
about 3 1/2 percent, compared to about 
3 percent before. Mark Miller has a 
news department of 10 full-time 
reporters, one part-time reporter, plus a 
full-time traffic reporter, three meteorol-
ogists (shared with WBAL-TV), two in 
sports and part-timers covering financial 
and political issues. 

"In the last 15 years," according to 
Miller, "the number of radio stations 
with news departments (in Baltimore) 
has dwindled from 10 to two." By 
departments, he said he means stations 
that actually have enough staff to send a 
reporter to cover something. 

"TV is more competition than radio, 
with its morning shows and 10 a.m. 
news and 11 a.m. news." 

In Baltimore, radio reporters start 
around $28,000 and top out around 
$50,000 in four years. That's AFTRA, 
but a long-time, popular newscaster 
could make a lot more. A radio news 
director makes around $70,000. 

"1996 looks good," according to 
Miller. He sees no changes in staffing, 
pay raises in line with '95, and, if any-
thing, an increased commitment to 
news. "We just put a home page on the 
Internet, so there's more news going 
there." 3 

Bob Papper is associate profes-
sor of telecommunications at 

Ball State University and has 

worked extensively in radio and 

TV news. Andrew Sharma, Ph.D., 

and Michael Gerhard, Ph.D., are 

both assistant professors of 

telecommunications at Ball 

State University with extensive 

industry and research experi-

ence. This research was sup-

ported by the Department of 

Telecommunications at Ball 

State University and the Radio 

and Television News Directors 

Foundation. 

THE FOLLOWING SERVICES 
ARE AVAILABLE FROM 

W ORLDWIDE TELEVISION NEWS 
24 HOURS A DAY, 365 DAYS 
A YEAR ON SIX CONTINENTS: 

CAMERA CREW PACKAGES 
_ 

STUDIOS AND PRODUCTION FACI-LITIES 

REGIONALLY-SPECIFIC DAILY NEWS FEEDS 

SATELLITE SERVICES, INCLUDING FLYAWAYS, 
PORTABLE UPLINKS AND SPACE SEGMENT 

FILM 4S1 VIDEO LIBRARY 

For more information, please call (212) 362-4440. 

WTN 
1995 Broadway 

New York, NY 10023 
(212) 362-4440 

(212) 496-1269 FAX 

WTN 
1705 DeSales St. NW 

Washington D.C. 20036 
(202) 222-7889 

(202) 222-7891 FAX 
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Radio and Television News Directors Foundation 

REGIONAL HEALTH REPORTING SEMINARS 
FOR JOURNALISTS 

RTNDF is pleased to announce a series of five regional health 

reporting seminars designed to educate general assignment re-

porters, health, business, and consumer reporters about the 

rapid changes taking place in local health care markets today. 
Participants will take day-long field trips where they will: 

• Make contacts with key players in your local health care arena, 

including hospital administrators, managed care representatives, 
consumer advocates, and objective health care analysts; 

• Tour the predominant health care facilities in your community 

undergoing change and meet the patients who use them; 

• Develop story ideas and an understanding of major local health 

care issues, as well as improve the quality of health reporting for 
your station. 

Cost is $ 15 for RTN DA members; $25 for non-members. 
Registration fee covers lunch, transportation between sites, and reception 
and dinner with a guest speaker. 
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RTNDF's regional health reporting seminars 

will be held in the following five communi-

ties: Space is limited, so register now! 

• Indianapolis, IN: February 23, 1996 

• San Diego, CA: March 8, 1996 
• Miami, FL: March 22, 1996 

• Des Moines, IA: March 29, 1996 

• Houston, TX: April 12, 1996 

Hospitals RTI\ DF 
V 

For additional information and application, please contact Debra Levin at RTNDF 

1000 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 615, Washington, DC 20036 

(202) 467-5206 or e-mail debralgrtndf.org 



By Nigel Baker 

SENDING IN THE TROOPS 
In Bosnia-Herzegovina, soldiers and journalists share a country that is devoid of law, 

decent roads and decent food, and where only the lucky get regular power and water 

supplies. 

So, it was settled. A new offensive 
in the fall would decide once and 
for all how the former Yugoslavia 

was to be carved up. 
U.S. television networks and the inter-

national TV news agencies lined up to 
fight for the best coverage of American 
troops arriving in Bosnia-Herzegovina. 
The slow churn of the peace process, 
coupled with snow, fog and floods, meant 
cameras had to wait to capture the image 
they had gone for: the main influx of 
American men and machinery across the 
swollen River Sava. 

The GIs have been given a year to 
exert the peace and withdraw. The chal-
lenge is enormous. The task of recording 
that challenge on video is nearly as awe-
some. Army and journalists will share a 
country that is devoid of law, decent 
roads and decent food, and where only 
the lucky get regular power and water 
supplies. 

Journalists seasoned in covering 
Bosnia have four years' wisdom to pass 
on to the American soldiers and to corre-
spondents tempted to cover their mis-
sion. First, it is one of the few war zones 
in the world where, so far, the dollar 
doesn't talk. It is usually rejected, but 
Bosnians will sell nearly anything for 
German deutschmarks. The other main 
currency that foreigners use to buy their 
way out of trouble is Marlboro ciga-
rettes, cherished in a country where the 
specter of death by bullet has overshad-
owed any fear of lung cancer. 

It is a country that can destroy a west-
ern wardrobe in days. Tough clothes and 
boots are the only answer against mud, 
which can run knee-deep on mountain 
roads, plowed up by military convoys. 
Only four-wheel-drive vehicles usually 
make it to their destination, only to run 
the high risk of being stolen if they are 
too new. 

Against these odds, hundreds of 
American journalists and TV technicians 
began their long trek in November and 
early December to the Bosnian town of 

Tuzla, where it was originally thought 
the main body of American troops would 
arrive. In October, one American net-
work had already parked a satellite 
uplink in the town, making sure the win-
ter snows did not defeat any later attempt 
to move it there. By November, residents 
were moving from their homes to rent 
them to foreign journalists at up to $750 
a week, as the town's hotel rooms 
became booked for up to a year. 

Next, the long wait. Every sighting of 
an American transport plane for the fol-
lowing three weeks, every U.S. service-
man in town, was followed by a posse of 
camera crews. Then, the sure sign of a 
lull in a story—American camera crews 
started covering themselves covering the 
news. 

First. snow delayed the landings, then 
fog. The fear that the main event would 
spread into Christmas meant at least one 
American network stopped its main 
anchor from flying to Tuzla. 

The appetite that has driven TV cover-
age from Bosnia for four years has 

been the constant striving for fresh 
images. As the war progressed, pictures 
of shelling, human carnage and refugees 
gave way to images of U.N. troops and 
finally the NATO air strikes. The media 
craving for a Somalia-style arrival by 
American troops was not fulfilled by the 
low-key landings at snowbound Tuzla. 
That craving was soon to be met at 
another location. 

The Americans were about to build 
their biggest pontoon bridge since the 
Second World War at Zupanja, the river 
crossing between Croatia and Bosnia. 
The soldiers' camp was flooded by the 
rising River Sava, but in the last days of 
1995, we saw the first pictures that said 
boldly: "The Americans are coming." 
The tanks. were finally rattling across the 
bridge into Bosnia at a dignified five 
miles an hour. 

On either side of the bridge, covering 
that moment of history, were crews from 
APTV, Reuters and WTN. Bosnia is a 

battleground for the TV agencies, and 
the majority of the harrowing images to 
hit the world's TV screens over the past 
four years have come from agency cam-
eras. 

The agencies normally compete to get 
their video to the world by offering them 
to a picture exchange service run by the 
European Broadcasting Union (EBU), a 
cartel of all the major European state 
broadcasters. The EBU provides a series 
of uplinks at all the major flashpoints in 
Bosnia and delivers the pictures to its 
members. The American networks can 
access the EBU satellite transmissions at 
their London bureaus. 

The view outside the United States is 
that the biggest story may occur on a 
dark night months hence when American 
servicemen find themselves caught up in 
conflict with Bosnians, if their new 
hopes for peace turn to disillusionment. 

n 1992, while a news producer for the 
British TV network, ITN, I was called 

in the middle of the night and asked to 
fly to Hungary, where a correspondent 
had just driven from Bosnia. She and her 
crew had managed to film world-exclu-
sive pictures of Serb prison camps and 
were numbed by what they had encoun-
tered. After viewing their 10 tapes, I 
advised that the image that would shake 
the world was of skeletal men behind 
barbed wire. They sparked thoughts of 
Auschwitz and Belsen. 

The image was broadcast that night 
on CNN and ABC and brought condem-
nation of the Serbs from President 
George Bush in the White House. 

It was an image that in some ways 
kindled America's worries about the 
future of eastern Europe after the Cold 
War. Hopefully, America will leave us 
with the final image of the conflict, if 
troops withdraw later this year leaving a 
country at peace. • 

Nigel Baker is London bureau chief 
of AFTV. 
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NEWS MANAGEMENT TRAINING 
Seminar For Minorities and Women in 1996 

San Antonio, TX 
Friday, April 12, beginning at 11:00 A.M. through 
2:00 P.M. Sunday, April 14 

Register today, deadline is March 5! 
Only 30 participants accepted! 

• Are you interested in News Management? 

• Do you want to be the one who calls the shots; the 
person who makes the decisions and who is 
directly responsible for the news program? 

• Do you want to break through the "glass ceiling" 
into top management? 

• Are you already in management and do you want to 
polish your skills? 

If you answered YES we invite you to participate in a 
news management training seminar especially for 
women and minorities, co-sponsored by the Radio 
and Television News Directors Foundation (RTNDF) 
and the Missouri School of Journalism. 

I— All lodging, meals and materials are provided 
free of charge. A nominal $35 registration fee is 
required. Participants must provide their own 
transportation to the seminars. 

Name 

Title 

Station   

Address 

City, 

Day Phone 

  St Zip  

 Fax   

Hotel rooms are paid for if you share a room with 
another seminar participant. 
Check if you are local and will not need a room. 
Check if you will be needing a hotel room to share. 
Check if you would like your own room billed to you. 
Check if you would like a smoking room. 

The intensive three-day sessions will 
teach you: 

• Leadership skills to help you recruit. 
coach and motivate newspeople; 

• Management by objectives, and other 
ways to boost productivity; 

• Problem solving techniques to help 
you solve day-to-day personnel and 
ethical dilemmas; 

• Interpersonal skills to help you 
enhance your power and influence; 

• Career and management issues that 
are specific to the needs of women 
and minorities. 

TRAINERS 

Lillian Rae Dunlap is currently assistant 
professor of Broadcast Journalism at 
Missouri School of Journalism. Lillian 
was both a former reporter and anchor 
at WTTV-4 in Indianapolis, IN. 

Jeffrey Marks has been a television 
reporter, editor, producer, executive 
producer and news director. Cur-
rently, Jeff is the Chief Operations 
Officer and News Director at News 12 
New Jersey. 

Support generously provided by ABC 
News, Gannett Foundation, Philip 
Morris, and Scripps Howard Foundation 

Make your check for $35 payable to RTNDF. 

RTNDF Management Training 
1000 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 615 
Washington, DC 20036 
Debra Levin: (202) 467-5206 
Fax: (202) 223-4007 

[RTNDF  
Radio and Television News Directors Foundation 

The next seminar will be held in conjunction with the Los Angeles RTNDA 
convention in October. Applications will be available this summer. 



By Lillian Rae Dunlap 

MANAGEMENT DIVERSITY 
RTNDF/University of Missouri Management Seminar for Women and Minorities attracts 

current managers as well as those in electronic journalism who want to be managers. 

pc
iversity both on-air and behind the 
amera gives news departments a 

competitive edge and has proven 
to be a winner. 

But RTNDF research shows that 
women and minorities hit the "glass ceil-
ing" in broadcast news management 
long before reaching top management. 
The latest research by Bob Papper and 
Andrew Sharma (Communicator, 
October 1995) reports women make up 
only 14 percent of TV news directors 
and 23 percent of radio news directors. 
Minorities account for a mere 8 percent 
of TV news directors and 8.6 percent of 
radio news directors in the country. 

Researchers who work for Fortune 
500 firms have looked at the projected 
demographics for the early part of the 
21st century and see that only about 15 
percent of the new workers will be white 
males. The rest will be women and 
minorities. With these changes altering 
the American population dramatically. 
RTNDF and the University of Missouri 
recognized the need to train more women 
and minorities in news management. 

The first Management Training 
Seminar for Women and Minorities in 
1992 had a full house. "It was like a big 
curtain going up," recalls Deidra White, 
managing editor of WBBM-AM, Chicago, 
who had been in news management for 
three years but she says "didn't really 
know what managers do. Going to the 
seminar opened up a whole new world." 

"I learned how important it is to have 
objectives and to communicate my 
vision to my team," she adds. "If you 
can't do that, you're sunk." 

You're also sunk if you think that 
people work for you, says Barbara Kidd, 
news director of WTOK-TV, Meridian, 
MS. "It's a service." She credits the sem-
inar with helping her become "a much 
better listener." 

For Cathy McFeaters, executive pro-
ducer of KVUE-TV, Austin, TX, the sem-
inar "provided a very supportive, non-
threatening environment to learn some 
very valuable tools for management. She 

says, "It helped us as we were teetering 
between being one of them and being one 
of us." 

Learning about "them" was precisely 
what Professor Charles Warner and I had 
in mind when we designed these semi-
nars. We wanted to swell the ranks of the 
country's news executives with new voic-
es. Nearly 250 people have benefited 
from the nine seminars held so far in 
Washington, Austin, TX, New York, San 
Francisco, Chicago, Atlanta, Los Angeles, 
St. Louis and New Orleans. 

John Jenkins, director of assignment 
and planning at KDRW-TV, Dallas, says 
he recommends the seminar to people to 
learn: ( 1) how to listen and respond to 
people; (2) how to make effective deci-
sions; and (3) the importance of knowing 
about other departments in the station. 

"The skills are valuable even if you 
don't go into management," reports Joie 
Chen, morning news anchor at CNN, 
Atlanta. She says the seminar takes the 
mystery out of management and teaches 
employees how to talk to their bosses. 
"We are scared of them. We need to get 
over it." 

Vrom the very beginning of the semi-
nars. RTNDF executive director Eric 

Swanson wanted this training to be 
accessible to all levels of news staffs in 
every size market. So, he sought outside 
funding to underwrite the costs. 
Participants pay only the cost of getting 
to the sites. The Philip Morris 
Companies Inc. became a principal co-
sponsor along with RTNDF and the 
University of Missouri. 

The seminars bring one loud mes-
sage. Diversity is not just getting one of 
each. Diversity is acknowledging, valu-
ing and benefiting from each one. 

Deidra White insists that black man-
agers bring something unique to discus-
sions at her station. "Things just hit us 
differently," she says. 

John Jenkins says he would like more 
ethnic diversity in his shop. He says he 
couldn't go to the Million Man March in 

Washington last October because he 
needed to "be at the station to watch the 
development of the story." As an African 
American who could affect the story's 
content, Jenkins says his perspective was 
needed in Dallas. 

Karen LeFleur, news operations man-
ager at KHOU-TV, Houston, says that 
the quality of the decisions in her news-
room has improved since she's "had a 
place at the discussion table." She thinks 
her presence not only guards against the 
use of sexist language but also adds "a 
voice of diverse experiences that has 
nothing to do with gender." 

The seminars help the broadcast/cable 
industry keep good talent by teaching 

the value of hiring, coaching and promot-
ing a diverse work force. After her 
seminar training, Kathy Slaughter Beck 
traded in her position as executive pro-
ducer at KHOU-TV in Houston. Now, 
she's doing the hiring as news director at 
WAVE-TV, Louisville, KY. 

Cathy McFeaters used her manage-
ment training in San Francisco to move 
from being the six o'clock to the 10 
o'clock producer at KVUE-TV, Austin, 
TX, and is now executive producer. 

Then, there is John Jenkins, who 
redefines the word "promotion." After 
his Austin training, he moved from 
director of planning to business manager 
at KHOU-TV, Houston, and then to 
director of assignments and planning at 
KDFW-TV, Dallas. He always seems to 
keep his next step in mind, but he says, 
"I'm patient." 

While we lament the idea of the glass 
ceiling, Jenkins suggests that it may not 
be glass at all. He says it's probably an 
ice ceiling, and the RTNDF/University 
of Missouri seminars provide some good 
tools for chipping away at it. 

Lillian Rae Dunlap, a former 
reporter and anchor, is assistant 
professor of broadcast journalism 
at Missouri School of Journalism in 
Columbia, MO. 
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ARE, 
THE 

LATEST? 
You have, if \ our station is among the 100+ top-rated 

Metro Networks News Affiliates coast-to-coast 

throughout the United States. 

Yon see, when it comes to providing the latest news and 

information for your listeners, Metro Networks News is 

unmatched. Equipped with state-of-the-art studios, in 

each market it serves, and the largest fleet of aircraft in 

the broadcasting industry, Metro Networks News is at 

the pulse of the day's top stories. 

Metro's reports are customized and broadcast by 

professional local talent to provide the latest local, 

fcgional and international news. 

And Metro Networks News doesn't fall on deaf ears. 
According to a national Research Group* study, 89% of 

listeners surveyed consider news reports an important 

part of their morning drive. Additionally, 50% of listeners 

get their news from News/Talk stations, while 46% turn 

to Music-intensive stations for their news. 

Metro Networks is the world's largest provider of local 

content to the broadcasting industry. No wonder so 

many stations around the country are reaping the 

benefits of customized Metro Networks News reports at 

no hard cost. 

METRO NETWORKS 

(713)621-2800 

• The Research Group 



RTNDA HISTORY 
Jack Shelley 

Members are asked to dig deeper to keep 
the Washington office open, while Len 
Allen and Larry Schad" launch an impor-
tant fight in Congress. 

Despite the $30,000 seed money 
from the networks and the fairly 
recent addition of "supporting" 

memberships from organizations (not 
individuals) actively involved in broad-
casting, there wasn't much doubt in the 
minds of board members that RTNDA 
was going to have to raise dues again to 
meet costs. On March 19, 1977, the 
board approved what it called an "inter-
im" dues structure, to go into effect in 
September. The decision came after the 
Membership Committee under Lou 
Prato, news director at WMAQ, 
Chicago, made a study of financial 
needs. 

The new dues structure called for 
substantial increases in all categories of 
membership except Student, Retired and 
Service. The Service category was a new 
one, for people who had provided valu-
able services to RTNDA but couldn't be 
placed appropriately in one of the other 
membership niches. The first two 
Service members were Peter Willett and 
Jim Damon. Willett, former head of UPI 
Radio, had been RTNDA's membership 
chairman for a lengthy period. Damon 
was an IBM executive who for years ran 
the newsroom at RTNDA conventions. 

Under the "interim" dues plan, active 
members with news staffs of five or 
more would get a $20 boost, to $95. 
Those with the smaller staffs saw their 
dues increase by $ 15, to $50. Other 
membership categories were increased 
by $ 10 to $ 15, but "participating" mem-
bers—largely public relations practition-
ers—climbed $35, to $ 135. 

The increases turned out to be more 
of an "interim" arrangement than the 
board probably anticipated. When they 
were announced, the board said RTNDA 
might eventually have to switch to a 
structure by which the "size of market" 
in which a member functioned would 
determine the dues. The Executive 
Committee was authorized to undertake 
a feasibility study of still another rate 
structure and to present its analysis to the 
1977 convention. 

The new dues arrangement produced 
a number of protests that it would drive 
away many of the small-market news 

directors that RTNDA had been trying to 
recruit in large numbers. There were 
other objections, too, and at the late June 
meeting in San Francisco, the board 
rescinded the earlier "interim" plan and 
announced still another new dues struc-
ture to take effect January 1, 1978. 

Prato explained in Communicator 
that treasurer Paul Davis had reported on 
the dues "feasibility study," and after 
hearing it, the board decided to provide a 
new incentive for small-market member-
ship by reducing those dues by $5, while 
also establishing a new medium-market 
category, for news directors with staffs 
of five to 24. 

Prato also reported that the plans to 
use market size or rate cards as a deter-
miner of dues had been abandoned. "The 
board concluded," he said, "that such 
dues systems would be cumbersome. 
complicated and too difficult to manage 
by the RTNDA national office." 

The board discovered that the com-
paratively new category of student mem-
bership was rapidly growing. Managing 
director Len Allen reported in March 
that since the Florida convention, overall 
RTNDA membership had risen 11 per-
cent. That produced another milestone 
for RTNDA. President Vriesman called 
attention to it in an April 1977 column in 
Communicator by welcoming Norma 
Brizzi, news director of WWVU. 
Morgantown, WV, as the association's 
1,500th member, another new high. 
Now, said Vriesman, it was time to "set 
our sights on member number 2,000." 
While overall membership growth was 
impressive, it was the increase in student 
membership that led the way. It had shot 
up 67 percent. 

For any member who might question 
the need for more money for the 

Washington office, RTNDA could point 
to events that were unfolding throughout 
the dues discussions. 

In March, Vriesman and Len Allen 
conferred with the chairmen of the 
House and Senate subcommittees on 
communications, Rep. Lionel Van 
Deerlin of California and Sen. Ernest 
Hollings of South Carolina. Hollings 
was not especially sympathetic to their 
talk of First Amendment rights for 
broadcasters, but Van Deerlin was 
described later by Vriesman as a long-
time "friend of RTNDA" in this area. 
He urged association members to let 
congressional representatives know 
their stand on the issue. 

Association legal counsel Larry 
Scharff prepared a 20-page, compre-
hensive First Amendment "position 
paper." 

In it he wrote, "The Congress should 
decide, at the least, that it is unneces-
sary and unwise to continue the FCC's 
costly and controversial scheme of pro-
gram regulation.... Congress should 
revise the Communications Act to 
make statutory law fully consistent 
with a broad application of the First 
Amendment to the electronic press." 

Van Deerlin told Vriesman the issues 
raised by Scharff "will be fully consid-
ered...during our review of the 
Communications Act." • 

Next month: The position paper's 
big payoff, and political fallout 
from news directors who believed 
the Fairness Doctrine was not 
really a problem. 

Correction: Wayne Vriesman's affil-
iation was listed incorrectly in 
December's "RTNDA History" col-
umn. Vriesman was with KWGN in 
Denver in the late '70s, not KGWN. 
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YOU'RE ON! 

By Edward M. Fouhy 

THE POLITICS 
OF THE PEOPLE 

Two thoughts to consider as the 
political year begins: First, some 
critics say journalists are pretty 

tough on candidates. They're right. But 
politics is a tough game, and I'm not sure 
we're tough enough. Second, the con-
ventional wisdom that no one wants to 
watch, hear or read about politics is dead 
wrong. The recent ratings success of 
talk-news radio proves that. Political 
coverage is like "Field of Dreams." If 
you do it right, they will come. 

To the question of whether reporters 
are too tough, I want to give you an 
example of what tough really is and how 
well written tough can be. Here are two 
sentences written by the great newspa-
perman H.L. Mencken about the presi-
dent of the United States in 1927: 

Democracy is that system of govern-
ment under which the people, having 
35,717,342 native born, adult whites to 
choose from including thousands who 
are handsome and many who are wise, 
pick out a Coolidge to be head of state. It 
is as if a hungry man, set before a ban-
quet prepared by master cooks and cov-
ering a table an acre in area, should turn 
his back upon the feast and stay his 
stomach by catching and eating flies. 

People do care about politics. I had 
that lesson driven home to me in 1992 in 
a most welcome way. I had covered 
every presidential campaign since 1964. 
But when I agreed to become the execu-
tive producer of the presidential debates 
beginning in 1988, I began to see the 
campaign from a different perspective. 

The first debate in 1992 took place at 
Washington University in St. Louis on a 
Sunday night in October. For the first 
time in history, one network—CBS—did 
not air the event. Instead, it carried a 
baseball game. ABC suffered a comput-
er glitch that blacked out the network for 
eight seconds—forever in TV terms—at 
the beginning of the debate. 

So when I arrived in Atlanta to pre-
pare for the next debate, as I walked 
through the airport, my eye was drawn to 
the newsstand and the front page of the 
Atlanta Journal and Constitution. Now 

bear in mind that Atlanta was baseball 
mad, the Braves were in the playoffs and 
everywhere there were signs of baseball 
fever. The banner headline read: 
DEBATE BEATS BASEBALL. When 
the overnight national ratings had come 
in, the St. Louis debate was the big win-
ner, and the old rule that few people want 
to watch or hear about politics turned out 
to be dead wrong. Since that day, I've 
been doing penance for my days as a 
cynical political reporter, producer and 
news executive. 

I believe democracy in 

this country is in trouble 

and those of us in jour-

nalism have something 

to do with creating that 

state of affairs. 

What is on the citizens' agenda in 
your town? Remember this election is 
about them, not about you, nor even, in a 
sense, the politicians. Focus groups are 
useful for establishing just what are peo-
ple's deeply held values. Focus groups 
go deeper than survey research that takes 
a snapshot of where the country is on a 
couple of issues. Polls are very useful, 
but the results are quite transient. People 
tend to read back to pollsters whatever 
they saw last night on the evening news. 
But taken together, local polls and focus-
group reports can help you establish the 
citizen agenda. 

As you plan your election coverage, 
you might consider framing it as a job 
interview. What does the public need to 
know about this candidate before they 
hire him to do the job? Also don't be dis-
tracted by the tricks candidates and their 

consultants use to get you to cover "he 
said, she said" charges and counter-
charges. A litmus test for that kind of 
story is whether, a month after the elec-
tion, anyone will care about this charge. 

Research recently commissioned by 
the Pew Center found people ready with 
plenty of advice to journalists: 

• Tackle what's really important. 
People say they don't want to hear the 
personal stuff—the gossip. I'm not 
sure I believe that, but that's what 
they say in public. 

• Clarify the issues. Citizens told us 
they want the news media to help 
them to understand the important 
issues. They want information 
imparted in a way they can under-
stand. One man said, "We want infor-
mation that speaks on a basic 
level...instead of the legal jargon." 

• Create complete profiles of the candi-
dates. They want more than the sound 
bites that have become standard cam-
paign fare. One woman put it this way: 
"Tell me what he's done, what he will 
do and who is giving him money." 

• Keep the candidates focused. The cit-
izens who spoke to our researchers 
feel strongly that a primary function 
of journalists is to keep the candidates 
focused on the issues that are impor-
tant to voters. But one said something 
worth pondering: "Citizens ask better 
questions. The media just focus on 
the hot stuff." 

• Let the citizens decide what to think. 
One man put it very simply. "Report 
the facts—and leave the conclusions 
to the people," he said. The people we 
talked to were very strong on that 
point—they want information, even 
analysis, but they will be happier if 
you leave the conclusions to them. 

I believe democracy in this country is 
in trouble and those of us in journalism 
have something to do with creating that 
state of affairs. Washington Post columnist 
David Broder, the dean of all political 
reporters, recently said that he did not 
want the obituary of his generation of 
political reporters to be some smart-assed 
remark that for 40 years we had reported 
everything that was happening in 
American politics—except that public 
support for the system was collapsing. II 

Ed Fouhy is executive director of 
the Pew Center for Civic Journalism 
in Washington. 
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Creating news stories quickly 

and creatively can mean the difference 

between being *1 and being left 

behind. So it's no 

wonder that a 

growing number 

of news stations 

are turning to 

Avid NewsCutter, the news editing 

system from the leader in disk—based 

media solutions. 

{
Avid NewsCutter • Instant random—access editing 

• No tape shuttling or rewinding; 
no generation loss 

• Creative control of wipes, dissolves, 
titles, DVEs 

• Multiple versions of a story in minutes 

NewsCutter's random—access 

technology makes editing instantaneous. 

You simply select your shots, mark in 

and out points and 

record them to disk. 

It's as fast and easy 

as tape—to—tape. 

Then organize your 

story in any order you like. There's no 

shuttling or rewinding tape to eat up 

your time. Add wipes, dissolves, titles, 

DVEs. You can even create whole 

different versions of the story in a 

matter of minutes. 

And NewsCutter isn't just faster 

than tape — it's more reliable. No 

tapes to jam, no heads to replace, no 

mechanical parts to maintain. 

To find out more about the biggest 

breakthrough in editing 

since videotape, call 

800-949—AVID. 

Avid Technology. Inc. One Park West Tewksbury MA 01876-9906 USA 
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